
Affordable price, performance and compact 
design combined to a great value

TIGHT 
PACKAGING DOUBLE SEAL 

(optional)
LOAD ROLL  
ASSISTANCESIDE TRIMS 

REMOVAL

ME-103 MATTRESS PACKING MACHINE

➢Machine configurable: from the minimum 
cost and size, the machine can fit the 
customer needs by adding features in 
automation and speed

➢Cold seal bar: provides secure seal in all 
ranges of film thicknesses. Impulse heat 
saves energy. Wrapper is always ready to 
use, no warm up time is needed

➢Mattress measures: from 170x70x10 to 
225x225x50.

➢Side trims cut: provides neat appearance of 
wrapped product. Maintenance free. No 
vents or smoke as per other’s hot wire

➢Precision engineered: ensures smooth and 
fast movements in each module. PLC control. 
Inverters and servo

➢Safe operation: CE Compliant to latest norms

➢OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT:
➢Automatic press for best fit of the bag
➢Boot system: position for aditional rolls
➢Double seal for added security
➢Automatic adjustment to the length of 

the mattress
➢…

UP TO 2 PIECES/MINUTE



Collects the mattress at the 
output of the machine, and fills 
carts with them

Saves a heavy labor and avoids 
the mattress to fall to the floor

The price includes 2 carts, 
more carts under request

DOUBLE SEAL

STACKER OVER CART LIGHT MATTRESS ASSISTANCE

DEVICE TO LOAD ROLLS

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

Makes 2 seams at all 4 sides of 
the bag

Increases the safety sealed of 
the bag and guarantees the air 
tight

HI/LOW LATERAL BAR
Lifts the lateral bar to meet 
the mattress thickness

Saves film from the top roll 
and allows the use of the 
same  roll length for top and 
bottom positions

Motorized rollers help low 
weight mattresses to pass 

through the machine

Neccesary for packing 
toppers, baby mattresses  and 

foam sheets

DOUBLE CART FOR FILM

BABY MATTRESS CAPABILITY 
Increases the range of the infeed 
opening from 225 to 120 cm, 
allowing the use with smaller 
products

Perfect for combine standard 
mattresses and divan or baby size

Allows and easy and safe 
load of the rolls of film

*NOTE:  Special modification 
is available to feed the rolls 

in different positions

SPECIAL SIZE FOR OTHER PRODUCTS

Allows inmediate exchange 
of the film, saving  reload 

time

Also usable for paking with 
diferent  brands or size

Makes the machine at  
customized dimensions

Special designs for toppers, 
foam blocks, divans,…


